UWM College of Nursing
Black & Gold Committee
Cunningham, G40; 5-6 pm
March 27, 2018
Minutes

Committee Members Present: Shelbi Seefeildt, Sarah Morgan, Maddison Kirchner, Haley Jisa, Madelyn
Wrobel, Lauren Kaberlein, Amber O’Laughlin, Julia Snethen, Bailey Jackson
Recorder: Bailey Jackson

Item
Welcome
Request someone to take minutes:
Maddie Kirchner
Minutes: Review and approve
minutes of February 23, 2018:
Gabbie Weis

White Coat Ceremony updates:
Maddie Kirchner

NCLEX review updates: Gabbie
Weis

Tuition Differential:
Updates: Dr. Morgan

Discussion

Action Taken/
Person Responsible

Bailey Jackson

Bailey Jackson

Edit to the minutes
-change co-chair for UWP to
Gabbie Weis instead of
Maddie Kirchner

Approved

Proposal
-B/G pay for the coats for the
white coat ceremony
-Cost per coat: $14.25 with
$3.50 additional for
embroidery
-Total cost: approximately
$1,988
-cost approximate for 112
students including UWP
students

Student vote
-7 approvals
-0 disapprovals
- Proposal passed

Parkside ceremony
-in the process of voting to
decide if UWP wants to do
joint ceremony with UWM
-UWP SNAP approved to
have separate ceremony at
UWP
- Gabbie not present
- ATI and Hurst planning
to be at next B/G meeting
in April
- Choice will be vote on in
May
Proposal
- $59,000 of Grant money
used to pay for previous

Student vote
- 7 approvals
- 0 disapprovals
- Proposal passed

Projects/Social Spring 2018:
1. SNAP: Gabbie Weis
2. NSA: Maddie Kirchner

mannequin purchase
made by Black and Gold
- Black and Gold agrees to
pay for two-year contract
for an electronic health
care records product
- Electronic health care
product projected cost at
$59,000
- Functions as an exchange
of money to be able to
use the grant money more
efficiently
SNAP
-Casino night
- April 21st @ 5pm
-at the Mouse lodge in
Kenosha
-$20 per person
NSA
-Wesleyan lawn clean up
-possible date April 21st

-Hygiene drive
-ends at the end of May
-waiting to hear what products
are needed the most
Other:
- Committee needs to be
formed for white coat
ceremony planning
- Room needs to be booked
for the ceremony as soon
as possible
- Possibility of charging
entry ticket fee for
attendance of family
members
Thanks to Bailey Jackson for taking March minutes
Next Meeting: April 10th, 2018

